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Product Overview
The Revel Digital line of ATM toppers offer an all-in-one package containing not only the
necessary hardware, but also the tools for effectively managing your media campaigns.
Constructed of heavy gauge aluminum and featuring a commercial grade display, Revel Digital
ATM toppers offer superior damage resistance providing years of
worry free operation. Coupled with the Revel Digital platform for
digital signage, this topper has everything you’ll need for successful
ATM marketing.

Not your average digital signage
Utilizing the Revel Digital platform for digital signage, your ATM
topper becomes much more than a simple slideshow. You’ll have
access to a host of enterprise class features without paying
enterprise class prices. It’s also totally cloud based which means
you’ll never need to physically access the ATM to change content.

Some of the features included at 
no additional cost
:
❖ Advanced content layout including layering, transparency, and even interactivity
❖ Smart Scheduling for simple campaign management
❖ Support for live weather, Twitter, Facebook, and more
❖ Capable of playing virtually any media format
❖ Reports available for everything from player status to proof-of-play
❖ Near real-time viewer analytics including age/gender utilizing integrated camera

Easy to setup, easy to maintain
Initial setup is painless and requires only a few clicks to register the ATM topper with your
Revel Digital account. From then on it’s simply a matter of managing content and monitoring
player health, all remotely via web browser. Stay on top of your network with email
notifications if a player goes offline. Even without network connectivity your content will
continue to run uninterrupted until a connection is reestablished. We do everything we can to
make sure your focus is on marketing, not on network maintenance.

Hardware Specs
❏ Quad core processor A9 1.6Ghz
❏ 2GB DDR3 memory
❏ 8GB Storage
❏ Integrated Camera
❏ 1366 x 768 Resolution
❏ Capacitive Multi-touch
❏ 2 x 3w Integrated Speakers
❏ WiFi 802.1b/g/n
❏ 2 x USB
❏ 22” H x 12.5” W x 5.25” D (base plate)

Let’s Get Started
Contact us today for more information and pricing.
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